Imprinted genes are subject to epigenetic regulation that leads to monoallelic expression from one parental allele only. Brain expression of the imprinted gene Cdkn1c is sensitive to early life adversity, including exposure to maternal low protein diet (LPD) where increased expression of Cdkn1c is due to derepression of the normally silent paternal allele. Maternal LPD also leads to changes in the dopamine system and reward related behaviours in offspring. We have recently demonstrated that these brain and behavioural phenotypes are recapitulated in a transgenic model in which Cdkn1c expressi alone is increased. Here we summarise these findings and suggest that the loss of imprinting of Cdkn1c in the offspring following maternal low protein diet is a key contributor to the associated changes in the dopamine system and behavior reported after early life adversity.
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Introduction
An adverse early life environment (in utero and/or early post-natal) can impact on the developing offspring, often resulting in a poor health lasting well into later life. Physiologies affected by exposure to such a sub-optimal environment include the cardiovascular, metabolic and immune systems. An optimal early life environment is also critical for neurodevelopmental outcomes [1] and later-life behavioral phenotypes [2] . Many deleterious effects of adverse environment exposure whilst in utero, such as malnutrition and exposure to stress, have been demonstrated in large epidemiological studies (e.g. 'Dutch Hunger Winter' and '1959-61 Chinese famines'). These include reduced cognitive abilities [3], as well as increased incidence of schizophrenia [4, 5] , personality disorder [5] and addiction and gambling problems [6] . These human studies are supported, and indeed have been extended, by a large number of animal studies that show clear associations between in utero and/or early post-natal exposure to stress, toxins, low protein and high fat diets, and abnormal brain and behavior in the offspring [1] .
There is now a growing need to understand the mechanisms that link exposure to an adverse early life environment and the observed changes in brain and behavior. One suggestion is that an adverse early life environment leads to changes in the epigenetic status, and therefore expression potential, of genes that are important during neurodevelopment. In this respect, imprinted genes have been posited as possible mediators of early life environmental effects. This group of genes are subject to developmentally determined epigenetic regulation which renders one parental allele transcriptionally silent [7] . Although relatively small in number, imprinted genes are developmentally important [8, 9] and even subtle increases or decreases in expression can have significant phenotypic consequences for neurodevelopment [10, 11] . Furthermore, a change in the imprinting status of imprinted genes is a recognized functional mechanism within the brain, with de-repression of the normally silent alleles of Dlk1 and Igf2 playing a role in neurogenesis [12, 13] . As a consequence, imprinted genes may be well placed for mediating environmental effects on neurodevelopment via changes in their epigenetic regulation. However, although limited, current data suggests that generally imprinted genes are relatively insensitive to environmental manipulations, at least in the context of in utero nutritional programming and gene expression in metabolic tissues [14, 15] . Nevertheless, although studies thus far indicate there is not an enhanced effect of early life programming on changes in expression of this class of genes as a whole, some key imprinted genes do appear to be more sensitive to the effects of a suboptimal maternal diet [14, 15] .
Cdkn1c expression is altered by an adverse early life environment
One such exception is cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 1c (Cdkn1c aka p57Kip2) , an imprinted gene that is normally 
